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Dealing With Unexpected Events on the Flight
Deck: A Conceptual Model of Startle and Surprise
Annemarie Landman, Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands,
Eric L. Groen, TNO, Soesterberg, The Netherlands, M. M. (René) van
Paassen, Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands, Adelbert
W. Bronkhorst, TNO, Soesterberg, The Netherlands, and Max Mulder, Delft
University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands
Objective: A conceptual model is proposed in
order to explain pilot performance in surprising and
startling situations.
Background: Today’s debate around loss of control following in-flight events and the implementation of
upset prevention and recovery training has highlighted
the importance of pilots’ ability to deal with unexpected
events. Unexpected events, such as technical malfunctions
or automation surprises, potentially induce a “startle factor” that may significantly impair performance.
Method: Literature on surprise, startle, resilience,
and decision making is reviewed, and findings are combined into a conceptual model. A number of recent
flight incident and accident cases are then used to illustrate elements of the model.
Results: Pilot perception and actions are conceptualized as being guided by “frames,” or mental knowledge structures that were previously learned. Performance issues in unexpected situations can often be
traced back to insufficient adaptation of one’s frame
to the situation. It is argued that such sensemaking or
reframing processes are especially vulnerable to issues
caused by startle or acute stress.
Conclusion: Interventions should focus on (a)
increasing the supply and quality of pilot frames (e.g.,
though practicing a variety of situations), (b) increasing
pilot reframing skills (e.g., through the use of unpredictability in training scenarios), and (c) improving pilot
metacognitive skills, so that inappropriate automatic
responses to startle and surprise can be avoided.
Application: The model can be used to explain
pilot behavior in accident cases, to design experiments
and training simulations, to teach pilots metacognitive
skills, and to identify intervention methods.
Keywords: aviation, mental models, pilot performance, resilience, training
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Introduction

The increased use of automated systems has
greatly improved aviation safety; however, it has
also created some new challenges. Situations that
cannot be handled by automated systems and that
require human intervention are typically unforeseen and complex, demanding quick judgment
and decision making (Militello & Hutton, 1998).
Such situations may arise after long periods of
automated flight, making it difficult to suddenly
switch to an active role (Endsley, 1996; Young &
Stanton, 2002). At the same time, automation may
decrease the transparency of the flying process
to the flight crew, which may lead to automation
surprises (de Boer & Hurts, 2017; Sarter, Woods,
& Billings, 1997). Furthermore, high reliability of
automated systems may decrease active monitoring due to complacency (Parasuraman & Riley,
1997), and extensive use of automation may
erode pilots’ manual flying skills (Haslbeck &
Hoermann, 2016).
In several recent flight safety events, such as
those involving loss of control during flight, the
unexpectedness of the situation is thought to
have induced a “startle factor,” complicating
the crew’s troubleshooting (Belcastro & Foster,
2010; Bürki-Cohen, 2010; Kochan, Breiter, &
Jentsch 2004; Martin, Murray, Bates, & Lee,
2016; Shappell et al., 2007). In response to
these events, new regulations include recommendations to incorporate startle and surprise in
training programs to prepare flight crews for
unexpected events (European Aviation Safety
Agency [EASA], 2015; Federal Aviation
Administration [FAA], 2015; International
Civil Aviation Organisation [ICAO], 2013).
The current paper is aimed at conceptualizing
these processes in order to better understand
and prevent potential pilot incapacitation in
startling or surprising situations.
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Differences Between Startle and
Surprise

The terms startle and surprise are often used
interchangeably in aviation operational practice
(Rivera, Talone, Boesser, Jentsch, & Yeh, 2014).
Nevertheless, several authors have pointed out
that startle and surprise are different responses,
with different causes and effects (e.g., BürkiCohen, 2010; Martin, Murray, Bates, & Lee,
2015; Rivera et al., 2014). A startle is a brief,
fast, and highly physiological reaction to a sudden, intense, or threatening stimulus, such as
the sound of a pistol shot (Ekman, Friesen, &
Simons, 1985; Martin et al., 2015; Thackray,
1988). Measurable aspects of startle include
eye blinks, contraction of facial and neck muscles, arrest of ongoing behaviors, increased
physiological arousal, and reports of fear or
anger. Although unexpectedness increases the
response, anticipated stimuli were shown to be
startling as well (Damasio, 1999; Ekman et al.,
1985; Hagemann, Levenson, & Gross, 2006;
Roberts et al., 2004). A typical example of an
event in aviation that is startling but not very
surprising would be a lightning strike when flying in stormy weather.
Surprise is an emotional and cognitive
response to unexpected events that are (momentarily) difficult to explain, forcing a person to
change his or her understanding of the situation
(Foster & Keane, 2015; Meyer, Reisenzein, &
Schützwohl, 1997; Schützwohl, 1998; Teigen &
Keren, 2003). Surprise may occur in the absence
of startle when an event is appraised as odd and
curious. Although surprise, like startle, increases
arousal and draws attention to its cause, it does
so in a more orienting manner (i.e., the orienting response) and less in a defensive or “flinching” manner (Bradley, 2009). Examples of
highly surprising events in aviation include
subtle technical failures or automation surprises
that are “baffling” and difficult to explain. Studies indicate that surprises occur quite frequently
in aviation, but most of them remain inconsequential (Hurts & de Boer, 2014; Kochan et al.,
2004). However, in extreme cases, surprise may
impair the crew’s troubleshooting capabilities,
as we will describe next using our conceptual
model.
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A Conceptual Model of
Startle and Surprise

The differences between surprise and startle
raise questions regarding ground-based training
to prepare flight crew for unexpected events in
flight. Would a sudden and loud noise in the
simulator be sufficient to simulate difficulties
associated with in-flight emergencies (Thackray,
1988)? Or should training scenarios primarily
involve unexpectedness (Bürki-Cohen, 2010)?
To answer these questions, some authors have
focused on the causes and effects of surprise
(e.g., Kochan et al., 2004; Rankin, Woltjer, &
Field, 2016), and others have described those of
startle (Martin et al., 2015). In the current paper,
we present a conceptual model (Figure 1) that
brings the existing knowledge about startle and
surprise together. The model is a synthesis of
elements of the cognitive-psychoevolutionary
model of surprise (Meyer et al., 1997), the perceptual cycle model (Neisser, 1976), the data/
frame theory of sensemaking (Klein, Phillips,
Rall, & Peluso, 2007), and literature on startle
and acute stress.
Elements of the Model

The perceptual cycle. The bold lines in the model
represent the perceptual cycle: A person perceives
stimuli, interprets these stimuli, assesses the situation (appraisal), and selects and executes actions,
which may generate new data. Appraisal is modeled in such a way that it can be fast and highly
automatic in some cases, or it may also involve a
more slow, effortful, and knowledge-based processing (Kahneman, 2003; Rasmussen, 1983).
Action selection (decision making) is modeled
so that it is an integral part of the perceptual
cycle, which thus represents a continuous process of hypotheses generation and testing (Flach,
Feufel, Reynolds, Parker, & Kellogg, 2017). For
simplicity, the model does not discern different
levels of control at which perceptual cycles may
occur in parallel, such as in Hollnagel’s extended
control model (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005).
Startle. On the left side of this perceptual
cycle, the startle response is pictured. This
response results from a fast, sometimes reflexive, appraisal of a stimulus as threat–related
(Globisch, Hamm, Esteves, & Öhman, 1999).
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of startle and surprise. Solid lines indicate sequenced events.
Dashed lines indicate potential influences, with plus signs indicating an increasing effect
and minus signs indicating an impairing effect. Double lines indicate thresholds.

Startle is modeled to cause a closer examining of
the triggering stimulus, which may lead to further increase of stress (dashed line; Martin et al.,
2015). If startle occurs in the absence of surprise, only the left loop (startle response) is activated, and the appraisal process will remain
relatively fast. However, if the appraisal of a
startling stimulus brings momentarily unexplainable information to light, the right loop
(surprise) will subsequently be activated. The
perceptual cycle then continues, either with
actions in response to the threat or by resuming
as before in case of a false alarm.
Frames. In order to explain the causes and
effects of surprise, the concept of frames is useful. A frame is defined as an explanatory structure, such as a story, map, or plan, which links
perceived individual data points together and
gives them meaning (Klein et al., 2007). Frames
synthesize concepts, such as schemata, mental
models, scripts, and other types of knowledge
structures in long-term memory, that describe
generic or specific situations, how things work,
how events are sequenced, and which actions
are appropriate (Bartlett, 1932; Brewer & Nakamura, 1984; Neisser, 1976; Piaget, 1976;

Schmidt, 1975; Weick, 1995). Frames are created based on previous experiences (i.e., bottom
up) so that understanding of a new situation or
concept can be achieved and stored in memory
(the supply of inactive frames in Figure 1). If a
situation occurs in which the frame-related
knowledge can be applied, a corresponding
frame may be activated and applied (see Stanton, Salmon, Walker & Jenkins, 2009). Frames
are thus instrumental for the achievement of
higher levels of situation awareness (i.e., comprehension and projection) based on a lower
level of situation awareness (i.e., perception) in
the terms of Endsley’s (1995) model.
Besides being shaped based on incoming data
(bottom–up), frames are thought to actively
select, filter, and provide meaning to incoming
data (i.e., top–down; Neisser, 1976). They are
thought to play a significant role in skilled performance, as frames structure complex stimuli
and action sequences into manageable “chunks”
based on the existing constraints (see Flach, Mulder, & Van Paassen, 2004; Klein, 1993). This is
why, for instance, expert chess players are able to
perceive and reproduce chess positions very
quickly and accurately, as long as the positions
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make sense in terms of the game. In our model,
we have illustrated the influence of the frame on
perception, appraisal, and action by placing it
behind these elements of the perceptual cycle,
rather than making it an integral part of the perceptual cycle (Neisser, 1976). This way, we indicate that perception and action are still possible—although difficult—when there is no fitting
frame activated. The model is simplified in that it
represents merely one active frame, distinct from
other frames. In reality, people are thought to use
a number of frames at once, which are highly
interconnected or nested and have no clear
boundaries.
The use of frames to explain performance
during surprise events in aviation has recently
gained interest (e.g., Kochan, 2005; Rankin
et al., 2016). In the latter study, pilot performance is modeled as the interaction of a crew
with the aircraft and the environment using
frames, anticipatory thinking, and expectations.
The authors discuss an extensive list of sensemaking activities following surprise event cases
in aviation. In our current model, we aim to add
to their model by illustrating how the frame
interacts with the perceptual cycle and how or
why certain performance issues may occur.
Surprise. In the perceptual cycle, hypotheses
based on the active frame are continually applied
and tested with regard to their practical consequences (abduction; see Flach et al., 2017). As
long as the results are consistent with the hypotheses, the active frame becomes strengthened in
memory. However, a mismatch between feedback and the active frame will induce a surprise
(Meyer et al., 1997), given that the mismatch
exceeds a certain assumed threshold (double
intersecting lines before surprise in Figure 1;
e.g., Senders, 1964). This threshold indicates a
form of confirmation bias, as events of low salience
are more easily missed when they are deemed
unlikely within the active frame (see, e.g., Wickens, Hooey, Gore, Sebok, & Koenicke, 2009).
Slow appraisal: Sensemaking. Appraisal of a
surprise event involves sensemaking activities, or
efforts to understand the cause of the mismatch
between the encountered data and the active
frame (Klein et al., 2007). Sensemaking is an
explorative process that is active, analytical, conscious, and potentially effortful, characterized by
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top-down or goal-directed processing (Kahneman, 2003). Due to its active nature, it may be
particularly problematic when pilots are not mentally prepared, for example, after a long period of
automated flight (Young & Stanton, 2002). Sensemaking activities can be categorized into three
groups (Klein et al., 2007; Weick, 1995). First, if
the surprising data are determined to be the result
of a misperception, the active frame can be preserved. Second, if the surprising data are being
judged as correct, the active frame may not be
detailed enough to account for them, in which
case it can be elaborated (i.e., assimilation; Piaget,
1976). Third, if the data are being judged as correct, and they are fundamentally inconsistent with
the active frame (i.e., a fundamental surprise;
Lanir, 1986), a paradigm shift is required and a
new frame should replace the active frame (i.e.,
accommodation; Piaget, 1976). This sensemaking activity is modeled as the element reframing
being connected to the (transformation of the)
active frame in Figure 1. People were shown to
avoid considering a fundamental surprise as being
the causal factor for mismatches, perhaps as a
mechanism to reduce unnecessary efforts (i.e.,
frame fixation; Chinn & Brewer, 1993; De Keyser
& Woods, 1990), indicated by a threshold toward
reframing in Figure 1.
Reframing. A frame switch, or reframing,
occurs when one restructures the way in which
a situation is represented. Previously perplexing
information may suddenly “fall into place,” and
the appropriate responses become obvious. In
contrast, the adoption of an inappropriate frame
or the loss of a fitting frame may lead to a complete “loss of grip” on the situation, as there is
no frame in place to guide perception, appraisal,
and action. This may negatively affect the
pilot’s ability to track what is going on (loss of
Level I situation awareness; Endsley, 1995) or
lead to information overload. Data can no longer be appraised in relation to other data and
therefore lose meaning. The selection and execution of actions become reactive and sequential (bottom-up controlled) instead of
anticipatory and proactive (top-down controlled), which may lead to tunnel vision or cognitive lockup (Sheridan, 1981). The involvement
of acute stress may be even more deteriorative,
as we will discuss next.
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Stress. Both startle and surprise may cause
acute stress, which constitutes the appraisal of
present demands as taxing or exceeding one’s
resources and endangering one’s well-being
(Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; dashed lines with
plus signs in Figure 1). Startle may increase
stress very briefly and rapidly at first, and subsequent appraisal of the startling stimulus as
threatening may cause a further increase in stress
(Martin et al., 2015). Surprise may also cause
stress, as it may pose, on the one hand, an
increase in task demands to solve the situation
and, on the other hand, a perceived decrease of
available resources when one becomes aware of
the inadequateness of the active frame.
The function of stress is to facilitate the
recruitment of additional resources to respond
effectively to demanding circumstances. However, aspects of stress, such as impaired topdown and increased stimulus-driven attentional
control, emotions of fear and frustration, excessive physiological arousal, or performance rigidity, may also impair a pilot’s cognitive and motor
performance (Dismukes, Goldsmith, & Kochan,
2015; Eysenck, Derakshan, Santos, & Calvo,
2007; Nieuwenhuys & Oudejans, 2012; Wickens, Stokes, Barnett, & Hyman, 1993). Stress is
thus modeled to impair perception, appraisal,
action, and reframing (dashed lines with minus
signs in Figure 1). Stress can be expected to particularly impair slow appraisal and reframing, as
these are relatively more analytical, top-down or
goal-directed processes. Stress is thought to
cause a shift from analytical skills toward intuitive judgment, making one susceptible to biases
(Kowalski-Trakofler, Vaught, & Scharf, 2003).
This bias may, for instance, cause the incorrect
application of a partially fitting frame that is easily retrieved from memory due to recent experiences.
Influencing Factors and Intervention
Methods

In this section, several factors, which have
previously been identified as affecting pilot
performance in surprising or startling situations,
are described and related to our model.
Domain expertise. One of the factors that
facilitate pilot performance in surprising situations is domain expertise, or accumulated
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knowledge and skills through practice and experience. By applying and testing hypotheses
based on frames in a large number of situations,
these frames become more accurate and more
fixed in memory (see Kochan, 2005), which
allows one to easier relate new situations to
those that have previously been encountered and
to make decisions in a quick manner (Klein,
1993). In the literature, some results indeed indicate beneficial effects of pilot expertise on problem assessment and flexibility in unfamiliar
scenarios (Gillan, 2003; McKinney & Davis,
2003), whereas other results suggest no effects
or even somewhat detrimental effects (Kochan,
2005; McKinney & Davis, 2003), perhaps due
to counterintuitive actions being more difficult
to perform when certain frames have become
tightly fixed through experience (Kochan,
2005).
Judgment skills. Domain-independent judgment skills, such as decision-making skills, cognitive flexibility, and metacognitive skills, were
found to improve pilot performance following
surprise in one study (Kochan, 2005). Such
skills could be tested in the selection process,
and certain judgment skills are thought to be
trainable as well (see Kochan, 2005). Decisionmaking skills involve capabilities of problem
analysis (sensemaking) and action selection.
Cognitive flexibility involves reframing abilities. Our model may in particular be useful to
increase metacognitive skills in pilots, which
include the recognition of frame mismatches
and potential reframing issues. By recognizing
such situations, pilots can apply learned coping
strategies, such as taking a moment to “breathe”
and reflect or returning to more transparent and
understandable configurations or autopilot
modes.
Variable training. Researchers and aviation
safety organizations emphasize the need for
training with a variety of situations or scenarios
(e.g., Bürki-Cohen, 2010; Casner, Geven, &
Williams, 2013; EASA, 2015; FAA, 2015;
ICAO, 2013; Kochan et al., 2004; Rankin et al.,
2016). Training variability can be applied to
reduce predictability so as to stimulate sensemaking activities and to improve reframing
skills. Training variability is also thought to
increase the number and elaborateness of
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available frames (e.g., Van Merriënboer, 1997).
A more elaborate frame is thought to discriminate better between situations, aiding the generation of accurate hypotheses, the detection of
data/frame mismatches, and the selection of an
appropriate frame based on the available data
(see the plus sign on the line from the inactive
frames toward reframing in Figure 1; Gioia &
Poole, 1984; Phillips, Klein, & Sieck, 2004).
Experiencing examples of a concept in a variety
of situations may improve one’s understanding
of the concept, facilitating the transfer of the
knowledge and skills to new situations (Klein,
1993). In contrast, one-sided training of a small
number of situations or (combinations of) failures
may increase the risk of an inappropriate selection
of these frames in stressful situations (the minus
sign on the line toward reframing in Figure 1;
Kowalski-Trakofler et al., 2003).
Practical training. Literature indicates that
theoretical training should be enhanced with practical experience and feedback on performance so
that the frame-related knowledge is linked to other
knowledge, environmental cues, and actions
(Phillips et al., 2004). Our model indicates that
action selection in operational practice is an inherent part of the perceptual cycle, meaning that mere
theoretical training is likely insufficient. For
instance, scenario-based training (Summers,
2007) is based on the concept that knowledge cannot be fully understood independent from its context. This means that training should not be
focused on specific maneuvers that are laid out in
advance, but on the pilot’s own decisions in
response to a situation that is presented. Practical
training may also be used in combination with
exposure to a manageable amount of stress or startle, to make skills more robust to the effects of
stress (Driskell, Salas, Johnston, & Wollert, 2008).
This would decrease the detrimental effects of
stress on other elements in our model (dashed
lines with minus signs in Figure 1).
Fatigue. Fatigue is known to degrade logical
reasoning and accurateness of performance, as
well as to increase inattentiveness and the tendency toward preservation (Caldwell, 1997).
Fatigue can thus be expected to increase confirmation biases (increase the thresholds; Figure 1),
as well as to impair mentally taxing activities of
sensemaking and reframing.
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Flight deck design. Display designs that
enhance situation awareness (Endsley, 1995)
may aid in quicker recognition of anomalies by
making mismatching data more salient. Our
model suggests that the interpretation of a display system may be straightforward when the
appropriate frame is already activated but not
when a surprise occurs. Thus, interfaces
designed for use in surprising situations (e.g.,
upset recovery display aids) should be tested in
conditions in which surprise is sufficiently accurately simulated (see Implications for Experimental Design and Simulation section).
Transparent automated systems (Endsley, 1996;
Sherry, Feary, Polson, & Palmer, 2001) that aim
to keep the pilot in the loop may help to update
the active frame when a situation changes. Displays can also be designed to aid the sensemaking process (e.g., Muhren & Van de Walle,
2010). For instance, ecological interface design
is intended to structure complex relationships
between information in such a way that constraints become self-evident, decreasing the
need for the pilot to construct frames for these
relationships (e.g., Borst, Sjer, Mulder, Van
Paassen, & Mulder, 2008).
Implications for Experimental
Design and Simulation

As outlined in the model, startle and surprise have different causes and different effects,
which means that different factors should be
manipulated depending on whether the aim is
to induce mainly startle or mainly surprise. The
key element for inducing surprise is to set up a
situation that mismatches with a previously activated frame. A mismatch that is not immediately
understood would increase the effort required to
reframe the situation, which may be useful for
training purposes. Surprise and reframing can
thus be elicited, for instance, through explicit
misinformation, by presenting a number of
similar scenarios followed by one that is subtly
different, by presenting a situation that is subtly
different from one that is well known to pilots,
or through variation or novelty.
Although a surprising stimulus can be subtle,
a startling stimulus should be highly salient (see
Differences Between Startle and Surprise section). A startling stimulus can be a loud and
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abrupt sound or a sudden, uncommanded motion
of the aircraft. Unexpectedness may increase
salience and perceived threat, but in contrast to
the manipulation for surprise, a startling event
does not need to require sensemaking or reframing (e.g., in the case of a lightning strike). For an
extensive list of surprising or startling flight scenarios, see Martin et al. (2015).
Previous Experimental Studies
on Surprise and Startle

To date, few experimental studies focusing
specifically on surprise and startle in the cockpit
have been published. The studies indicate that
pilot performance may decrease significantly,
even when skills and procedures were practiced
shortly beforehand. In the concise review that
follows, we link the experimental studies to our
model. As the reports do not always explicitly
mention whether the participating pilots were
surprised, startled, or both, we have tried to infer
this reaction from the manipulations used.
In two studies, pilots had to detect, recognize,
and respond to unannounced problems, such as
aerodynamic stalls, wind shears, or automation
failures (Beringer & Harris, 1999; Casner et al.,
2013). The results showed that response times
were longer after surprising compared with nonsurprising events, with some participants
responding exceptionally late. Similar results
were found in a simulator study by Martin et al.
(2016), in which pilots were tasked with flying
the same missed approach, once with and once
without an unexpected fire alarm and a loud
explosion sound. Although the startling stimulus
did not require a change of plans, the stimulus
resulted in a delayed initiation of the missed
approach in one third of the pilots. In regard to
our model, the frame-incongruent information
in these experiments likely caused a surprise, and
the highly salient stimulus in the experiment by
Martin et al. (2016) was likely startling as well.
Our model explains such later responses as being
caused by inattentiveness to frame-incongruent
information, or by slow appraisal processes
delaying or interfering with actions.
Some studies also showed impairments of
performance in terms of the incorrect or incomplete application of procedures. Pilots in the
study by Casner et al. (2013) displayed difficulty
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with recognizing and responding correctly to an
unexpected wind shear compared to an expected
one. Schroeder, Bürki-Cohen, Shikany, Gingras,
and Desrochers (2014) actively misled pilots
into expecting a different upcoming event. During final approach, an unexpected aerodynamic
stall, induced by a sudden tailwind, was inserted
in the scenario. The results indicated that 78% of
the pilots made errors in executing the stall
recovery template, even though they had applied
it many times beforehand. A check of the subjective impact of the manipulation confirmed that
all pilots were highly surprised by the event.
Whether they were also startled or stressed is not
clear. The study did not include a control condition to confirm whether the performance degradation was attributable to the surprise. For this
reason, we recently performed a simulator study
in which pilots were exposed twice to an aerodynamic stall: once in a surprise condition and
once in an anticipation (control) condition
(Landman, Groen, Van Paassen, Bronkhorst, &
Mulder, in press). The results showed that, compared to the control condition, the proportion of
pilots adhering to the recovery template
decreased by around 25% in the surprise condition, whereas measures of surprise, startle, and
mental workload increased significantly.
According to our model, this performance
impairment would result from reframing efforts,
as a frame switch is needed before one can
respond accurately to the unanticipated event.
Applying the Model to Flight
Safety Incidents

In this section, we will evaluate four aviation incidents or accidents in the context of our
model (see Figure 2). These four cases were
selected because they seem to demonstrate several different aspects of our model. We focus
in particular on potential causes of reframing
issues and on the effects of reframing issues
on perception, appraisal, and action (see also
Rankin et al., 2016).
Case 1

The accident of Flash Airlines Flight 604 in
2004 (Ministry of Civil Aviation, 2004) suggests
that pilot spatial disorientation (Previc & Erco-
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Figure 2. Estimated causal factors in the four cases as mapped onto the conceptual model
of startle and surprise.

line, 2001) of the captain (pilot flying) played a
significant role in the development of the event,
although other causes of the accident have not
been ruled out by all investigating parties. The
captain had initiated a long, left climbing turn,
during which the aircraft transitioned from a left
bank to a right bank at a rate below the detection
threshold of the vestibular system (Mumaw et al.,
2016). When the first officer alerted the captain
to the right turn (“Aircraft turning right, sir”),
the captain expressed surprise (“How turning
right?”). Next, he seemed to recognize that the
attitude was indeed off (“Ok, come out”). According to our model, there was at that moment likely
a mismatch between the captain’s frame (aircraft
turning left) and the first officer’s assertion of the
aircraft turning right. Next, instead of rolling to
wings level, the captain gave further roll inputs
to the right, leading to an overbank and ultimately
to loss of control. This suggests that reframing
did not occur following the surprise, and that the
incorrect frame of a left bank remained active.
Because the active frame influences perception
(Case 1 in Figure 2), this frame of banking left
may have induced an incorrect perception of the
artificial horizon (Previc & Ercoline, 1999). A
similar sequence of events may have occurred in

the Crossair Flight 498 accident in 2000, indicating that hazardous frame-induced misperceptions
of displays may occur more often.
Case 2

The incident with a B-737 near Brisbane,
Australia, in 2013 (“B738, En-Route,” 2013)
may be an example in which an inactive frame
influences the reframing process with negative consequences. While approaching the glide
slope beam of Brisbane airport at night, the
aircraft unexpectedly began to climb due to
an earlier unintended selection of an autopilot
mode. The crew quickly noticed this and disconnected the autopilot mode. Later, during the
descent, the aircraft began to bank to the left due
to a residual rudder deflection that was previously corrected for by the autopilot. This motion
was again detected, but the crew incorrectly
assumed that it was induced by the autopilot.
After 80 s, the crew realized that the autopilot
was not engaged, and they corrected the deviation manually. In our model (Case 2 in Figure
2), these actions are explained as caused by an
influence of the previously activated frame on
the reframing process. Because of the recent
events in the incident, the frame of unintended
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explaining the events as caused by autopilot
activation was perhaps most easily retrievable from memory, such that it was incorrectly
applied again to the new situation.
Case 3

The accident of Air France Flight 447 in
2009 (Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses pour
la Sécurité de l’Aviation Civile [BEA], 2012)
seemed to involve a negative spiral of reframing issues and high stress (Case 3 in Figure 2).
The accident report indicates that there were
several signs that the crew were unable to
identify an aerodynamic stall situation (BEA,
2012, pp. 179–180), which followed unreliable
airspeed indication and autopilot disengagement during cruise. Cues indicating stall, such
as buffeting and the auditory stall warning,
were not appraised as such, and potentially led
to incorrect reframing to an overspeed situation. The report reads that a lack of exposure
to aerodynamic stall situations, in contrast to
the well-known dangers of overspeed, may
have caused the crew to fixate on the overspeed
explanation of events. As was also described in
the previous case (Case 2), it could be that the
frame of an overspeed situation was more easily
retrievable from memory, such that it influenced
the reframing process. The accident report also
reads that there were signs of excessive stress,
which may have exacerbated the pilots’ inability to reframe correctly. Strong initial pitch and
roll inputs immediately following the autopilot
disengagement suggest that the pilot flying was
not only surprised but perhaps also startled by
the sudden autopilot disconnect.
Case 4

West Caribbean Airways Flight 708 in 2005
(“JIAAC-9-058-2005,” 2005) seems to be an
example of frame fixation following a switch
toward an inappropriate frame (Case 4 in Figure 2). Leading up to the accident, the aircraft’s
anti-icing systems were turned on at too high an
altitude, so that sufficient engine performance
could not be maintained. Subsequent loss in
airspeed, loss in engine power, and autopilotinduced changes in attitude went unnoticed.
An aerodynamic stall ensued, causing a further
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decrease in engine power due to variations
of airflow into the engines. According to the
voice recorder, the captain (pilot flying) misdiagnosed the problem as an engine flameout
(reframed to an incorrect frame) and gave noseup inputs. It seems that the captain then fixated
on this incorrect frame, and disregarded the
first officer’s two callouts of an aerodynamic
stall as well as the stall warnings of the system.
It also seems that these reframing issues were
not preceded by startle. In contrast, the pilots
seemed to underestimate the gravity of the
situation as they mentioned no checklists and
declared no emergency despite making contact
with air traffic control.
Conclusion

We propose an integrated model, which
explains the effects of both startle and surprise
responses to unexpected events in the cockpit.
Examples of flight safety events show that
inappropriate crew responses do not always
involve startle but can often be traced back to
surprise, which indicates a mismatch between
what is being perceived and the pilot’s active
frame. The model explains such inappropriate
responses as resulting from reframing issues
following the mismatch, issues that can be
exacerbated by startle, acute stress, fatigue, or
unclear and complex interface designs. Information mismatching with an active frame may also
remain unnoticed or be incorrectly interpreted,
meaning that a loss of situation awareness may
occur.
By explaining inappropriate or absent responses
to unexpected situations as reframing issues, we
emphasize that intervention methods should be
focused on instilling a supply of sufficiently
elaborate frames. Toward this end, we suggest
using a variety of training scenarios to increase
pilots’ frame supply and elaborateness, using
unpredictable and practical training to practice
reframing skills, and using transparent interface
designs—tested for effectiveness in surprising
situations—to aid in framing or reframing.
Finally, our model provides an aid to increase
pilots’ metacognitive skills of recognizing and
understanding the hazards involved in frame
mismatches and reframing issues.
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Key Points

•• Pilot performance is described as taking place
within frames, or structures of learned knowledge
with regard to systems or situations.
•• A conceptual model is presented in which surprise
is related to an adaptation or switch of one’s active
frame, a process that is particularly vulnerable to
effects of startle or acute stress.
•• The model proposes that pilot performance in
surprising and startling circumstances depends on
frame supply and frame adaptation skills, which
may be improved, for instance, through variable
and unpredictable training.
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